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Abstract. Task execution duration depends on the employee who performs the
task. Specifically in IT projects, an experienced employee can perform assigned
tasks several times faster than a novice worker can. Preparing the schedule,
project manager should take into account individuals’ productivity determined
by analyzing historical data of tasks implementation. Consequently, measured
productivity is used in preparing the schedule in an optimal manner (minimizing
the time needed to complete project tasks by a team of workers with different
skills). As an extension of previous studies the authors formulate a linear pro-
gramming problem including the possible cooperation of employees with tasks
execution. The result of the conducted research is a complete package sup-
porting project managers in determining productivity and scheduling.
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1 Introduction

One of the most important task for project managers is to prepare the schedule. To
arrange an optimal schedule the manager must have knowledge of tasks structure and
their workload. Tasks structure is based on the execution order, determining prede-
cessors and successors of each task. Workload is defined as the standard time needed to
complete each task [1, 5, 6, 9–14]. In many works the authors consider the situation
where co-operators are allowed [2–4]. However, it is not assumed that co-operation is
not additive. In addition, co-operation does not reduce the costs, but shorten the exe-
cution time of a set of tasks. In this paper is considered exactly such a problem.

In fact, duration of the task execution depends on the employee who performs the
task. In many situations, experience and skills of workers can result in significant
differences in the execution time of tasks. According to the conducted research, an
experienced employee can perform assigned tasks several times faster than a novice
worker.

The manager usually has a team composed of both experienced and novice staff.
Therefore, it is crucial which worker will perform a given task. The correct assignment
of the task performers can result in a significant shortening duration of the overall
project.

In practice, the knowledge about the productivity of each team member increases
with the development time. If the manager is able to measure productivity, he can
reschedule next stages of the project in a way to achieve optimal results. Therefore, the
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toolkit of a project manager must be equipped with computer-aided tools, allowing
him/her to prepare the schedule as a result of a defined optimization problem. Preparing
the schedule project manager should take into account individuals’ productivity
determined by analyzing historical data of tasks implementation. Consequently, mea-
sured productivity is used in preparing the schedule in an optimal manner (minimizing
the time needed to complete project tasks by a team of workers with different skills).

In the article we assume scheduling of the project on the understanding that
employees can cooperate and divide daily working time between tasks. It means that a
task can be performed by more than one worker at the same time and a worker can
perform more than one task at a time.

2 Mathematicl Model

2.1 The Problem Formulation

We assume that:
R ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . .; r; . . .;Rf g - is a set of numbers of the project task types
Z ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . .; z; . . .; Zf g - is a set of numbers of project tasks

The types of project tasks, that have to be performed, can be described by the
vector:

RZ ¼ r1; r2; . . .; rz; . . .; rZð Þ

where rz - is the number of the type of the z-th task, rz 2 R; z 2 Z:
The task performance time is defined as an average time needed to perform the task

by a worker without special skills. This time is called the reference time. The reference
time is used to determine the task performance time of more qualified worker. The
reference times for project tasks can be described by the vector:

Cw ¼ cw1 ; c
w
2 ; . . .; c

w
z ; . . .; c

w
Z

� �
; z 2 Z

The project tasks can include information about the need to perform other tasks
before you started current task. Predecessors can be described by a matrix

D ¼ dij
� �

z�z

where

dz1z2 ¼
1� if the execution of task z2 have to precede

the execution of task z1
0� otherwise

8<
:

z1; z1 2 Z
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For the description of workers we assume that
P ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . .; p; . . .;Pf g – set of number of employees, to be taken into account

in the tasks execution.
The suitability for performance of specific types of tasks can be defined for each

employee. Let it be described by following matrix

U ¼ upr
� �

P�R

where

upr ¼ 1� when the pth employee is able to accomplish the task of type r
0� otherwise

�
p 2 P; r 2 R

The productivity of individual employees is different during the performance of
different types of tasks. The difference in productivity of a given employee at a par-
ticular type of task is defined by a coefficient b, that represents how many standard time
units assigned to perform a particular task the worker performs in one unit of his
working time. Thus, the effectiveness of workers in the tasks of different types is
defined by vector

bp ¼ bp1; bp2; . . .; bpr; . . .; bpR
� �

; p 2 P

Of course, if the p-th employee is not suitable for the task of r-type, which is
defined in the matrix U: upr ¼ 0, then there is also equality bpr ¼ 0.

Taking into account the productivity of the employee, the time for the task by the
p-th worker (provided that the employee p suited to this type of task, namely
bpr [ 0; upr ¼ 1) is:

cpz ¼
cwz
bprz

where

p 2 P; z 2 Z; rz 2 Rz; cwz 2 Cw

2.2 Decision Variables

The decision relating to the project schedule is described by matrix-vector:

X; T ;X 0ð Þ

where:

X ¼ xpz
� �

P�Z
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and

xpz ¼ 1� if the p� thworker will perform z� th task
0� otherwise

�
p 2 P; z 2 Z;

T ¼ s1; s2; . . .; sz; . . .; sZð Þ;

sz � start time number of an hourð Þof the z� th task,

and

X 0 ¼ x
0
pz

h i
PxZ

x0pz ¼
t0pz � if xpz ¼ 1 than t0pz 2 1; 2; . . .; lp

� �
means amount of hours during a day,

when p - thworker perfoms z - th task
0� if xpz ¼ 0

8<
:

x0pz can also be represented using binary variables x0pzl, and then becomes:

x0pz ¼
Xlp
l¼1

x0pz0l

2.3 Problem Constraints

CA: each task must be completed by exactly one worker

XP
p¼1

uprzxpz ¼ 1; z 2 Z CAð Þ

CB: each worker has to perform at least one task

XZ
z¼1

uprzxpz � 1; p 2 P CBð Þ

CC: task precedence must be taken into account
The condition that the task z00 must precede task z0 can be written as follows:

sz0 � dz0z00 � sz00 þ
XP
p ¼ 1

uprz00 6¼ 0

xpz00 �
cwz00
bprz00

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA CCð Þ

for z0; z00 2 Z; z0 6¼ z00
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CD: the worker cannot work more than lp (i.e. 8) hours per day
To check the condition that the employee does not work more than eight hours a

day, for each of the individual tasks, check for all tasks occurring at the time of its
initiation, if the amount of time spent per day on their implementation does not exceed
eight hours.

To select tasks that are performed at the start time of another task it should be noted
that the task z0 continues at the start time of the task z00 if each of the following
inequalities is true:

sz0 � sz00
sz0 þ cz0 � sz00

; z0; z00 2 Z
CDAð Þ
CDBð Þ

�

Where inequality CDAð Þ means that the task z0 begins earlier than the task z00 and
inequality CDBð Þ means that the task z00 begins at the time the task z0 lasts.

The way to check if the inequality
P

j ajxj � b is satisfied in [15].
Inequality sz0 � sz00 is equal to sz0 � sz00 � 0, and the inequality CDAð Þ becomes:

sz0 � sz00 þM � e1z0z00 �Mþ 0
sz0 � sz00 � m� eð Þ � e1z0z00 � 0þ e

; z0; z00 2 Z
CDA1ð Þ
CDA2ð Þ

�

where m and M are, respectively, the lower and upper bound of the expression
sz0 � sz00ð Þ and e is a small number that causes the failure of inequality.

If the set of all possible occurrences of the expression sz0 � sz00ð Þ is defined as:

W ¼ sz0 � sz00ð Þ : z0; z00 2 Zf g

then the lower and upper bound should be considered as such values of m and M, that
satisfy the inequalities:

m� y
M� y0 y 2 W

�

After applying these transformations indicator variable e1z0z00 ¼ 1, when the
inequality. CDAð Þ is satisfied.

The way to check if the inequality
P

j ajxj � b is satisfied in [15].
Inequality sz0 þ cz0 � sz00 can also be written as sz0 � sz00 þ cz0 � 0.

In addition, substituting cz0 ¼
PP

p¼1
cw
z0

bprz0
� xpz0 inequality can be written as

sz0 � sz00 þ
XP
p¼1

cwz0
bprz0

� xpz0 � 0
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and then we have constraints in the form of:

sz0 � sz00 þ
PP

p ¼ 1
bprz0 6¼ 0

cw
z0

bprz0
� xpz0 þm � e2z0z00 �mþ b CDB1ð Þ

sz0 � sz00 þ
PP

p ¼ 1
bprz0 6¼ 0

cw
z0

bprz0
� xpz0 � Mþ eð Þe2z0z00 � b� e CDB2ð Þ

; z0; z00 2 Z

8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:

That means that e2z0z00 ¼ 1, when the inequality CDBð Þ is satisfied.
If lp is the number of allowable hours of work per day for a p-th worker, then:

XZ
z0¼1

e1z0z00 � e2z0z00 � x0pz0
	 


� lp; p 2 P; z00 2 Z

In the further considerations it is necessary to use binary variables. Thus x0pz can be
written as:

x0pz ¼
Xlp
l¼1

x0pz0l

and after substitution:

XZ
z0¼1

e1z0z00 � e2z0z00 �
Xlp
l¼1

x0pz0l

 !
� lp; p 2 P; z00 2 Z �ð Þ

It should be noted that the sum is over all z, also for the case where z0 ¼ z00.
It is a non-linear inequality. Linearization method for such inequalities is described

in [15]. Let y0pz0z00l ¼ e1z0z00 � e2z0z00 � x0pz0l . We then have:

XZ
z0¼1

Xlp
l¼1

y0pz0z00l � lp; p 2 P; z00 2 Z CDCð Þ

With additional constraints defined as:

e1z0z00 þ e2z0z00 þ x0pz0l � y0pz0z00l � 2
e1z0z00 þ e2z0z00 þ x0pz0l � 3y0pz0z00l � 0

CDD1ð Þ
CDD2ð Þ

(

p 2 P; z0z00;2 Z; l 2 L

After this transformation, we obtain the linear inequalities.
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2.4 Objective Function

We have the objective function:

F X; T ;X 0ð Þ ¼ max
z2Z

sZ þ cZf g

and optimization problem:

min
X;T ;X 0

F X; T ;X 0ð Þ

So we have:

min
X;T ;X 0

max
z2Z

sZ þ cZf g

what can be replaced with a linear optimization problem:
min
X;T ;X 0

g - new linear objective function

g� sZ þ cZ ; z 2 Z - additional constraint

or, considering that:

cz ¼
cwzPP

p ¼ 1
bprz 6¼ 0

bprz � xpz � �xpzlp

we have additional constraint as follow:

g� sz þ
cwzPP

p ¼ 1
bprz 6¼ 0

bprz � xpz � �xpzlp
; z 2 Z CXð Þ

2.5 Optimization Problem

Accordingly, the full optimization problem is as follows:

min
X;T ;X 0

g

subject to

XP

p¼1
uprzxpz ¼ 1; z 2 Z CAð Þ
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XZ

z¼1
uprzxpz � 1; p 2 P CBð Þ

sz0 � dz0z00 � sz00 þ
XP

p ¼ 1
uprz00 6¼ 0

xpz00 �
cwz00
bprz00

0
B@

1
CA CCð Þ; z0; z00 2 Z; z0 6¼ z00

sz0 � sz00 þM � e1z0z00 �Mþ 0
sz0 � sz00 � m� eð Þ � e1z0z00 � 0þ e

CDA1ð Þ
CDA2ð Þ

�
; z0; z00 2 Z

sz0 � sz00 þ
PP

p ¼ 1
bprz0 6¼ 0

cw
z0

bprz0
� xpz0 þm � e2z0z00 �mþ b

sz0 � sz00 þ
PP

p ¼ 1
bprz0 6¼ 0

cw
z0

bprz0
� xpz0 � Mþ eð Þe2z0z00 � b� e

CDB1ð Þ
CDB2ð Þ

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

; z0; z00 2 Z

XZ

z0¼1

Xlp

l¼1
y0pz0z00l � lp; p 2 P; z00 2 Z CDCð Þ

e1z0z0 þ e2z0z0 þ x0pz0l � y0pz0z00l � 2
e1z0z00 þ e2z0z0 þ x0pz0l � 3y0pz0z00zl � 0

CDD1ð Þ
CDD2ð Þ

(

; p 2 P; z0; z00 2 Z; l 2 L

g� sz þ
cwzPP

p ¼ 1
bprz 6¼ 0

bprz � xpz �
�xpz
lp

; z 2 Z CXð Þ

3 Comparison of Scheduling and Without Scheduling
Cooperation

Below provides results of sample solutions of the task of determining the schedule for
versions with and without the cooperation of employees [1, 5, 6, 9–14]. The solution of
the same problem in two versions gives you the opportunity to direct comparison of
results.

The problem with no cooperation is described in detail in [7]. Let us compare the
scheduling results concerning cooperation possibility described in the current article
with the results based on the scheduling model described in [7].

For evaluation of the method for determining the optimal allocation of workers to
the tasks let us consider the following case.
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Let 3 equally complex design tasks will be performed by 2 employees of equal
productivity. Individual tasks do not depend on each other, and so they can be per-
formed at the same time and in any order. The workload for each task is 8 h, and the
productivity of each worker is 1.

3.1 Case #1. Scheduling with no Cooperation

Let us consider the case where the cooperation of employees in carrying out the task is
not allowed. The results of the calculations for such case is shown in the following table
and is described in the Gantt chart and resource load chart. (Table 1, Figs. 1 and 2)

On the resource load chart, it is shown the usage of the two employees labeled with
different colors. The upper course of the graph for the selected worker means that the
worker is working on a task, the lower - means that an employee at a given time is not
used for the implementation of any task.

Table 1. Results for case #1 – no cooperation

Task Workload
[h]

Predecessor Employee
assigned

Productivity Start
time

Duration
[h]

End
time

1 8 1 1 0 8 8
2 8 2 1 0 8 8
3 8 1 1 8 8 16

Fig. 1. Gantt chart for case #1 – no cooperation
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3.2 Case #2. Scheduling with Cooperation

Let us consider the case where the cooperation of employees in carrying out the task is
allowed.

The results of the calculations for such case is shown in the following table and is
described in the Gantt chart and resource load chart. (Table 2, Figs. 3 and 4)

Fig. 2. Resource load chart for case #1 – no cooperation

Table 2. Results for case #2 – cooperation

Task Workload
[h]

Predecessor Employee
assigned

Productivity Start
time

Duration
[h]

End
time

1 8 1 1 0 8 8
2 8 2 1 0 8 8
3 8 1, 2 1, 1 8 4 12

Fig. 3. Gantt chart for case #2 – cooperation
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Just like before, on the resource load chart, it is shown the usage of the two
employees labeled with different colors. The upper course of the graph for the selected
worker means that the worker is working on a task, the lower - means that an employee
at a given time is not used for the implementation of any task.

Assuming the cooperation opportunities of workers in the implementation of the
design tasks, significant reduction of the overall duration time and a better use of
resources is achieved. Employees are equally loaded throughout the duration of the
project.

4 Conclusion

The mathematical model followed by formulation of optimization problems has been
developed for the purpose of a schedule creation. Productivity of project team members
is taken into account in the model. The authors designed and built software that
formulates a linear programming problem based on a mathematical model. The
problem is then solved using numerical methods. The result of the conducted research
is a complete IT solution package supporting project managers in determining pro-
ductivity and scheduling.

As for the further research it is worth to examine the possibility to prepare models
for other variants of the problem, as far as to rebuild the model in a way that could use
the estimation of the future productivity. Furthermore, the impact of differentiation of
the software development processes on the productivity is also worth researching.

Fig. 4. Resource load chart for case #2 – cooperation
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